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    When planning the relocation of So
Beautiful from its second-storey
rooms on Gosforth High Street to its
own dedicated unit on nearby Salters
Road, that was something owner
Sarah Oliver was all too aware of. 
    With over 25 years in the beauty
industry - which has seen her work in
and manage some of the region’s
most exclusive salons, as well as
working on some of the world’s most
luxurious cruise ships - Sarah knew
exactly what she wanted to help her
venture truly stand out from the
crowd.
    “I wanted to create something that
was luxurious and welcoming, which
would give clients a really memorable
experience from the moment they
walk in. A lot of salons are quite
clinical and stark, but I wanted
something more sumptuous, where
you can also come in and relax and
feel at ease,” she said. 
    Working alongside her partner

Stephen Crosby, who she credits as
being central to the design and
ambience of the salon, the relocation
of So Beautiful was carefully planned
over the course of many months.
Now, even from walking through the
door of their meticulously designed
new venture, that difference is plain
to see. 
    Rather than the minimalist
approach favoured by many, the first
thing you see in So Beautiful is a huge
bespoke showpiece light, rather like a
chandelier. Created especially for the
salon by local business Custom Fibre
Optics, www.customfibreoptics.co.uk,
it is illuminated even at night when
the salon is closed and can be clearly
seen through the shop window. 
    Equally noticeable are the two
huge pedicure chairs, which are
offered by few other salons in the
region. Indeed, the salon’s new ‘Sit
and Soak’ package – which offers
clients a foot spa and back massage

from the chair’s built-in massager,
while enjoying a glass of Prosecco –
has proved particularly popular. 
    “We have had so many lovely
comments from local residents and
people driving past, who have noticed
the salon and have said how good it
looks,” said Sarah. 
    “Having a shop front was
something that was very important to
us, we didn't have that where we used
to be, and that first impression on
people is often the deciding factor in
them visiting. We get a lot of people
who have seen our salon and just stop
by for a coffee, which is lovely. Our
main aim is to make clients feel
welcome.” 
    While Sarah already had a sizeable
client base of her own, as well as
many who used to visit So Beautiful in
its previous location, the move to
prominent premises on Salters Road
has so far proved good for business. 
    After opening in April, following six

In today's world where appearance is all important, beauty salons are a familiar sight
everywhere you go. So crowded is the marketplace, with new salons opening almost
by the week, that it really takes something special to make your mark.  

New beginnings for So B E A U T I F U L
months of building and decorating
work and significant investment from
Sarah and Stephen, the salon secured
54 new clients in its first four weeks.
Increasing workload and turnover has
enabled working mum Sarah to grow
her workforce to six, with further
recruitment ongoing. 
    “I am slightly awestruck at how
well things have gone, I don't think
you expect to see results instantly. To
get 54 new clients through the door
in the first month was amazing, it
would've taken us six months to get
that many new clients where we used
to be,” said Sarah. 
    “We have invested a lot of time
and money in creating this new salon,
but what makes it worthwhile is that
we have happy clients who feel they
have had a great experience with us.
A very high proportion of our new
business comes from word of mouth
recommendations, which is
something we are proud of. 

    “We are a great team here and
work really well together. I think that
come across to our clients, and we
pride ourselves on being a very
welcoming place. No one will ever feel
rushed when they come into So
Beautiful – we appreciate that if a
lady comes in just to have her
eyebrows done, those few minutes
might be her only ‘me time’ that day,
so we book in enough time so clients
can enjoy their visit.”
    So Beautiful offers a full range of
beauty treatments and uses products
from Beauty Lab London. It is also an
Xtreme Lashes specialist. Future plans
include diversifying into Lycon
waxing along with the CACI
treatments, and work is already
underway on an updated treatment
list. 
    “When I first started out back in
1989, spray tans, gel nails and eyelash
extensions hadn't even been heard of,
but now they're a staple of this and

every other salon. The world of
beauty has completely changed, but
we continue to keep abreast of all the
latest introductions and add to our
treatment list all the time,” said Sarah. 
    “We are a very friendly team who
are also really good at what we do.
One of the nicest things our clients
say is how welcome and at ease they
feel here, which is important, as that's
not something you would always
associate with going into a salon. We
encourage anyone to drop in for a
coffee, come and meet us, find out for
yourselves why we stand out from the
crowd. 
    “We've got off to a great start in
our new home and are so grateful for
the support from our lovely clients,
both new and old. As long as they're
happy with what we are doing, then
that’s the main thing for us.”

call: 0191 284 7733

or email: sobeautiful.g108@gmail.com
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